CANTERBURY NISSAN Combined Guaranteed Asset Protection
Combined Guaranteed Asset Protection is designed to provide financial protection in the event of an accident or loss regardless of how you
originally funded your purchase. If you have paid for the car with a large deposit, the Return To Invoice (RTI) part of the policy could ensure you
get back what you paid for the car in the event of a valid claim. If you are paying for the car on a finance agreement, then the Finance Guaranteed
Asset Protection (GAP) part of the policy may make sure that if your insurance payout falls short, you won’t be left with the outstanding finance.
Combined Guaranteed Asset Protection will pay-out the greater of the Finance GAP or RTI amount, up to the purchase price of your car.
IS THERE A MAXIMUM AMOUNT COMBINED
GUARANTEED ASSET PROTECTION WILL PAY?
Yes; the maximum amount is the original purchase
price of your vehicle (the policy includes up to £250
of your insurance excess).

CAN YOU GIVE ME AN EXAMPLE OF
HOW COMBINED GUARANTEED ASSET
PROTECTION WORKS?

If you paid £26,500 for your car and your motor
insurance pay-out is £14,000, RTI can pay up to
the difference of £12,500 to top it up to the original
£26,500. If you financed your vehicle and paid £26,500
and your motor insurance pay-out is £14,000, and your
outstanding finance payment was £17,500 Finance

GAP insurance will pay-out up to £3,500. Combined
Guaranteed Asset Protection will pay-out the greater of
the Finance GAP or RTI amount. It’s that simple!

CAN COMBINED GUARANTEED ASSET
PROTECTION BE TRANSFERRED IF I
REPLACE MY VEHICLE?

Yes, as long as the vehicle you replace it with comes
within the price range specified in your schedule. In
which case, the remainder of your policy term may be
transferred to a replacement vehicle.*

CAN I CANCEL MY COMBINED ASSET
PROTECTION POLICY IN THE FUTURE?

We’re confident that you’ll want to continue these policy
benefits for the entire term of the agreement. However,

we understand that circumstances may change.
Therefore, providing a claim has not been registered
with AutoProtect, it is possible to transfer the policy to
a replacement vehicle or cancel your insurance at any
point. You will receive a pro-rata refund reflecting the
length of the term remaining.*

HOW LONG WILL COMBINED GUARANTEED
ASSET PROTECTION LAST?

Cover is available for up to 48 months (depending on
premium paid) in line with the finance agreement but
will cease earlier upon the occurrence of any of the
following: cancellation, a paid claim or the repossession
of the insured car if subject to a credit agreement.

*Refer to Significant Benefits and Significant Exclusions on page two of this document.

Typical example with Combined
GAP Insurance

Purchase Price 		

£28,000

Finance Settlement

£28,500

Insurance Payout

£20,000

RTI Payout		

£8,000

GAP Payout		

£500

Combined Total Payout

£8,500

WATCH ME
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CANTERBURY NISSAN Combined Guaranteed Asset Protection
SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS*
POLICY DURATION

Cover is available for varying durations, depending on your
requirements and according to the terms of your finance
agreement. Cover ends earlier in the event of a paid claim or
if the vehicle is no longer in your possession.

EXCESS

Provides a contribution of up to £250 towards your insurance
policy excess.

CLAIM

A range of claim limits are available depending on the premium
paid and the purchase price of your vehicle.

VEHICLE ACCESSORIES COVERED

As long as accessories are fitted by the dealer and are
manufacturer approved, we will cover up to £1,500 of extras.
Manufacturer fitted accessories are covered.

TRANSFERABLE

If during the first year of cover, the vehicle is written off and
you get a replacement vehicle on a “new for old” basis, you
can transfer the remaining duration of the policy to your
replacement vehicle free of charge. You may then subsequently,
at any time, transfer any remaining period of insurance on the
policy due to a further change of vehicle, on payment of an
administration fee of £35, as long as the replacement vehicle
falls within the price range specified in your policy schedule.

CANCELLABLE

If, for any reason, you wish to cancel your policy and you
do so within 30 days, and no claim has been registered with
AutoProtect during this time, we’ll give you a full refund.
After that, you may still cancel at any point, subject to a £35
administration fee. You will receive a pro-rata refund reflecting
the length of the term remaining.

SIMPLE TO ARRANGE

Your sales consultant will be happy to answer any questions you
may have and confirm your eligibility for Combined GAP.

SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS*
As with all insurance policies there are some circumstances for
which Combined GAP will unfortunately not cover you.
You must have in place a fully comprehensive motor insurance
policy issued by an authorised UK motor insurer which
insures against accidental loss and/or damage to the vehicle
throughout the period of insurance.
In the event your motor insurer rejects your claim and a
settlement payment is not made you will not be covered by
your policy.

VEHICLE EXCLUSIONS

We are unable to cover all vehicle types. You will be excluded
from the benefits of this policy if:
• The vehicle has been modified in any way from the manufacturer’s
specification.
• The vehicle is used for hire or reward, i.e. taxis or courier
vehicles. Alternative products may be available that can provide
cover for these vehicles. Please ask us for further information.
• The vehicle will be used for a competitive event.
• The vehicle is heavier than 3500kg gross weight.
• The vehicle is listed in the specifically excluded list; some prestige
vehicles and sports cars are excluded: Including, but not limited
to, Aston Martin, Bentley, Honda NSX models, Lamborghini, Rolls
Royce, and kit cars.

GENERAL EXCLUSIONS

• Any total loss due to your negligence or deliberate action.
• Any total loss as a result of an accident where the driver of the
vehicle is under the influence of alcohol, drugs not prescribed by
a registered medical practitioner, or drugs prescribed by a
registered medical practitioner where a warning against driving
has been given.

ADDITIONAL COSTS

Additional costs within the finance settlement for anything
other than the purchase of the vehicle. This includes but is not
limited to; administration charges, option to purchase charges,
late payment charges and arrears, early settlement charges.

NEGATIVE EQUITY

Which means any sum outstanding from a previous finance
agreement, transferred to the new vehicle finance agreement.

TAX

Any recoverable Value Added Tax (VAT) where you are VAT
registered.
*You should note that there are certain limitations in terms
of the maximum amount you may claim. For full benefits and
exclusions, please refer to sections titled ‘What is covered?’
and ‘What is not covered?’ of the policy terms and conditions
which will be provided on request.

IMPORTANT: Financial Conduct Authority regulations require us to
provide you with a separate Combined Guaranteed Asset Protection
Key Information document. You are unable to purchase this facility
until one day has passed, following receipt of the information
outlined in that document. We will contact you on the 4th day
to discuss the facility further, however, should you require more
immediate cover, you have the right to conclude purchase on day 2
or day 3 by contacting your Sales Consultant.
Combined Guaranteed Asset Protection is an OPTIONAL facility
available from this dealership. Our sales consultants will be
happy to answer your questions or clarify the policy benefits
and exclusions. You should be aware that similar products may
be available elsewhere to purchase directly. However, as with
any insurance policy, you should confirm that the cover levels of
alternative facilities are suitable for your needs.
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CANTERBURY NISSAN SMART Protect Insurance
WHY CHOOSE SMART PROTECT INSURANCE?

1

Helps to keep cars looking new
Chips, dents, scuffs and light scratches are covered with
SMART Protect Insurance.

2

No claims protection
Making a claim does not affect no-claims bonuses.

3

The easy way to make a claim
Once you have a live policy, if you need to make a claim
you can via our SMART app, online or on the phone.†

WATCH ME

4

Nationwide coverage
We come to you, at home or at work, at your
convenience.

5

The best SMART repair
Our SMART repair service sets the industry standard.
There is none better.

†This facility is only available to customers that hold live SMART policies.
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CANTERBURY NISSAN SMART Protect Insurance
What if the bodywork on your shiny new car gets chipped, dented, scuffed or scratched? Let’s face it, everyday wear and tear like this is
hard to avoid, no matter how careful you are.

SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS
As the name suggests, SMART Protect Insurance is a policy designed
to help you keep your car in perfect condition, without compromising
your no-claims bonus. So your vehicle’s bodywork will remain in great
condition, and when you come to sell it – should you ever wish to – its
resale value is maintained.
Should any claim not qualify as a SMART repair, or an invisible result
cannot be achieved, up to a £250 contribution will be paid towards a
body-shop repair (upon receipt of a valid invoice).
HOW SMART PROTECT INSURANCE WORKS
Contact our Customer Service team to validate your claim and arrange
for one of our expert repair technicians to come to you at home or
work at a time that suits. The best way to submit your claim is via our
SMART app but if you prefer you can go online or give us a call.

REAL PEACE OF MIND
SMART Protect Insurance is designed to help you keep your car in
tip-top condition. Your sales consultant can tell you all you need
to know about the product and the company that provides it. So
please don’t hesitate to ask.

TRUSTED EXPERTS
With the repairer’s state-of-the-art bodywork repair technology, chips,
dents, scuffs or light scratches can be erased on the spot*. All work
is guaranteed for as long as you own the vehicle, and our streamlined
claims-handling procedure is the best in the business.

CANCELLABLE
If, for any reason, you wish to cancel and you do so within 30
days, and no claim has been registered, you will receive a full
refund. After that, you may still cancel at any point (subject to an
administration fee). You will receive a pro-rate refund reflecting the
length of the term remaining.

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
SMART Protect Insurance covers scuffs and dents up to 15cm in diameter

*Exclusions: This policy does not cover panel replacement, stickers and decals, beading and mouldings,

and light scratches up to 15cm long. Chips of up to 1.5mm are also covered*.

cracked or dented bumpers or their replacement. Repairs will only be undertaken if an invisible result can
be achieved using SMART technology. Third party liability is excluded.
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CANTERBURY NISSAN Ceramic Coat Paint and Fabric Protection
Ceramic Coat can be applied to your vehicle leaving an extremely
durable and high-gloss finish, which prevents pollutants from
impacting your car’s paintwork.

Without Ceramic Coat protection your paintwork could be become dull
and faded over time, when exposed to atmospheric pollutants and
harsh car wash chemicals. The paintwork will progressively fade and
hold dirt meaning cleaning and washing will become harder.
Ceramic Coat bonds with the pores in your paintwork, alloys, bumpers
and glass** leaving a smooth, high gloss finish. Protect your vehicle
from tree sap, traffic pollutants, strong car wash chemicals and
everyday weathering including UV light and frost.

WATCH ME

CERAMIC COAT PROTECTS AGAINST:

General traffic
dirt and grime

Extremes of
temperatures

Plant and
Tree Sap

Atmospheric
pollutants

Ultraviolet
exposure

**Not for front and rear windscreens.
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CANTERBURY NISSAN Ceramic Coat Paint and Fabric Protection
THE BENEFITS OF CERAMIC COAT
Appearance
Protects all exterior paintwork and locks in showroom shine, making your
vehicle more attractive to buyers when the time comes to resell it.

Saves time
No need to polish your car. Ceramic Coat ha s an active ingredient which repels
dirt and grime making cleaning your car easier and quicker.

Saves money
The reduced build-up of dirt and grime leads to savings on the cost of washing
and waxing. Ceramic Coat will also prevent paintwork dulling over time.

UNTREATED PAINTWORK

TREATED PAINTWORK

POLLUTANTS

POLLUTANTS

CERAMIC COAT PAINT PROTECTION

PAINTWORK

PAINTWORK

Dirt and pollutants can sit in paint pores

Dirt and pollutants cannot attack paint
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CANTERBURY NISSAN Ceramic Coat Paint and Fabric Protection
INTERIOR PROTECTION
Ceramic Coat Fabric Protection covers each fibre with a film protecting interior
fabrics from spillages and everyday stains.
This film resists soaking from hot and cold drinks, food particles and dirt, allowing
treated surfaces to be wiped clean.

CERAMIC COAT PROTECTS AGAINST:

LEATHER PROTECTOR
Our Leather Protector is provided as an optional extra and can be purchased from the
dealer. Our formula is a water-based feed and protector, which helps keep your leather
supple and prevents drying out.

UNTREATED INTERIOR FABRIC

Ice

Hot

Fizzy

Food

Cream

Drinks

Drinks

Stuffs

TREATED INTERIOR FABRIC
DIRT &
SPILLAGES

DIRT &
SPILLAGES
FABRIC PROTECTION

OUR INTERIOR PROTECTOR IS:
• Invisible resin based material
• Prevents build-up of dirt and grime

• Tested to prevent staining from spillages
• Hydrophobic

Dirt and spillages are attracted to fabric

Dirt and spillages are repelled from fabric
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CANTERBURY NISSAN Ceramic Coat Paint and Fabric Protection
LIFETIME GUARANTEE

ADDITIONAL CAR CARE FEATURES

Ceramic Coat comes with a lifetime guarantee* for the period of the ownership
of your car.

Animal matter and bird droppings are highly corrosive due to their acidic nature and can
damage your vehicle’s paintwork unless removed. Ceramic Coat will offer protection; however,
we recommend bird lime is removed immediately.

Some paint protection products require the use of an ‘enhancer’ to maintain both the gloss shine
and the lifetime guarantee. Ceramic Coat does not; all you need do to re-validate the guarantee
is to have your vehicle inspected by the selling dealer after five years. In the unlikely event they
find any problems with the coat, they will reapply Ceramic Coat*. The guarantee is registered
and applied by your supplying dealer with the terms and conditions presented on handover.

Ceramic Coat Bird Dropping Remover is designed to remove any deposits quickly and softly
neutralising any staining and restoring protection to the affected area.
*Terms and conditions apply.
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